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Emergence and Growth of an Urban Region, the Developing Urban Detroit Area. Constantinos
A. Doxiadis and Associates. Vol. 1. Analysis, xx+335 p. 1966. Vol. 2. Future
Alternatives, xxxii+408 p. 1967. Vol. 3. A Concept for Future Development.
xxxiii+399 p. 1970. Published by The Detroit Edison Co., Detroit, Michigan. $20.00
each volume.
Among the overwhelming man-induced environmental conditions about which man is
now becoming increasingly concerned, none is more critical than the urban problem. Most
Americans live in urban or suburban areas, the tight concentrations of people creating conditions
that cause the more affluent to flee to the country and the poorer urban dwellers to become still
poorer, while the urban center in which they live itself deteriorates.
Faced with such an urban problem in Detroit—a relatively unattractive urban center that
in places verged on the squalid and an urban sprawl that promised eventually to spread halfway
across the entire state—Detroit Edison called on the world-renowned urban designer,
Constantinos Doxiadis, of Athens, Greece, for help. It was both a matter of a degraded urban
center and the practical problem of trying to extend electrical service long expensive distances
to those who had fled from the unattractive inner city. Detroit Edison has invested heavily
in this complete study by Doxiadis and his associates, not only to improve electrical service,
but to help solve the urban crisis facing the entire Urban Detroit Area. Doxiadis' staff was
aided by specialists at Athens Technological Institute, at Wayne State University, and at Detroit
Edison, but the major portion of the actual evaluation and design presented in these three books
came from Doxiadis and his staff, following the science of what Doxiadis has called "ekistics''
(from the Greek word for house)—the science of human settlement. The products of this five-
year investment are these three large, beautiful, hard-bound books, competently prepared, well
written, and strikingly illustrated, books which deal with the total urban problem of what they
call the Urban Detroit Area.
The first of these books, which has now been out six years, presents an analysis of the present
urban setting of Detroit considered in terms (1) of the entire "North American setting" (e.g.,
all the United States and the southern part of Canada), (2) of a Great Lakes Megalopolis (or
large interrelated area of metropolises within the Great Lakes area), and (3) of the Urban Detroit
Area itself. Study of such large areas was considered essential for defining the true extent of
the Urban Detroit Area, because the ties of such urban area (economical, political, sociological,
etc.), which are basic to such a study, extend far beyond the boundaries of the urban concen-
tration of buildings. Each of these regions (North America, Great Lakes Megalopolis, and the
Urban Detroit Area) is considered separately, in this first book, in the light of its existing geology,
climate, water, ekistic development, socio-economic development (population, economic base),
physical development (land uses, transportation, mass media, and utilities), and administrative
structure (administration, government, and planning organizations). Emphasis here and
throughout the three books is on aspects of population, transportation, economics, and human
organization; natural features are considered only in terms of their possible use or, more casually,
their beauty. (Geology was presented briefly, in very general terms, under the "North American
setting" in Volume 1, and was hardly mentioned in subsequent sections of either this book or in
the other two volumes, geology (like climate) not being considered to represent a restriction to
development in any way.)
Considerable attention is given, in this first book, to the Great Lakes Megalopolis, which
includes three main urban clusters: Chicago, Detroit, and Cleveland-Pittsburgh. This Meg-
alopolis started developing more recently than the one on the east coast, but, according to
Doxiadis, has grown so fast that it has almost caught up with the eastern one. These two meg-
alopolises are almost connected by the narrow urbanized belt extending east-west through central
New York state, a belt which he calls the "Mohawk Bridge."
The second book considers the future alternatives for solving the urban problems of the
greater Detroit region, called by them the Urban Detroit Area. This Area, reaching far beyond
what is normally considered to be "greater Detroit," extends north to include the entire Saginaw
Peninsula, west to beyond Lansing and Battle Creek, south to beyond Definance and Findlay,
and east to beyond Marblehead, almost to Sandusky. Thus, a considerable part of Ohio is
involved, and the contents of these books and the proposals presented by Doxiadis and his staff
are of special importance to anyone living in Ohio, and especially to those living in northwestern
Ohio.
Much of this second book contains a general philosophical discussion of how such an an-
alysis can be done, how all the wide variety of parameters so difficult to qualify are evaluated
in a theoretical matrix of all the millions of alternatives (determined to total 49 million possibi-
lities), so as to come out with only one or two meaningful solutions to a problem such as that in the
Urban Detroit Area. Stated desirable goals which guided this selection involved the preserva-
tion of nature and of the region's resources, preservation of "human commodities," nature and
distribution of the population, and efficient transportation ("maximization of accessibility") to
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work, stores, etc., though the latter goals far outweighed the former in their importance through-
out this study.
The larger area (North American setting) was considered first in this analysis, followed by
evaluations of the smaller areas (the Great Lakes Megalopolis, the Urban Detroit Area, and
finally small neighborhoods). Criteria considered important for evaluation for each of these
areas, or ekistic units, differed. In addition, some criteria were considered in different ways
for different-sized ekistic units, or in general terms for large units and in detail for smaller ones.
For example, in terms of transportation, travel in small neighborhoods should be such that
these areas would remain quiet and beautiful, whereas travel in uiban centers should be fast
and efficient. It was clearly stated here that "the criteria employed at each step [with each size
of ekistic unit] are selected on the basis of our [e.g., Doxiadis, et al.] experience regarding their
importance . . . for the best solution." Major criteria considered were basically population
densities and transportation networks, considered in relation to urban centers, educational and
research centers, ports and airports, and what they called "industrial poles," but the method
of relating and evaluating these, so as to eliminate alternatives, was very complex and sub-jective. The final analysis revealed three best alternatives, which were, listed in order of esti-
mated decreasing advantage: twin urban centers at Detroit and near Port Clinton, twin centers
at Detroit and near Toledo, and twin centers at Detroit and near Flint. By the use of any
one of these alternatives, the excessive pressures of growth would be released from Detroit,
even while it persisted as the major urban center in the Urban Detroit Area.
The third volume, which appeared several years later than the first two, contains both a
concise review of the contents of the two earlier volumes and a description of the single alterna-
tive considered to be the best solution to Detroit's urban problems. This book is the most
readable and contains the most mature analysis of all the volumes. In addition, it presents in
detail not only this best alternative (together with the method by which it was selected), but
the description of and the methods for implementing this plan. This best alternative involves
the development of twin urban centers, one in Detroit and one northeast of Detroit in St. Clair
County, where a new "industrial pole," new port facilities, a new airport, and new educational
and research centers would be developed. This solution also includes plans for revitalizing
Detroit's central business district, and creating new, efficient urban transportation systems
there.
All three books are written in clear, concise, yet detailed, unemotional scientific style. De-
spite the great amount of detail and the abundance of illustrations, reading is not easy because
of the complexity of the problems considered and the necessity for fully understanding the im-
plications of all the planners' terminology. However, the materials are presented in an easy-to-
follow order, and summaries are used to guide the non-professional reader, so that these books
represent an unusually articulate and meaningful evaluation of the very involved urban problems
faced by urban Detroit and their complicated solutions. Despite his casual dismissal of geology
(and climate) as of no importance in his plans, here is a magnificent example of urban planning
on a grand scale by a world-renowned specialist. Anyone with any interest in urban planning
or any concern for the economic or sociological future of the Great Lakes area cannot afford to be
unfamiliar with at least Volume 3 of this gigantic comprehensive study.
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